Abstract: Herein, we report on the theoretical and experimental investigation of the chemical equilibrium in a Ethylammonium Nitrate (EAN)/1,4-Diaminobutane (DAB) binary mixture displaying a significant excess of the latter component (namely, a 1:9 mole ratio). Both the neutral compounds, i.e., ethylamine (EtNH 2 ) and DAB, present very similar chemical properties, especially concerning their basic strength, resulting in a continuous jump of the proton from the ethylammonium to the diamine (and vice-versa). Due to the significant excess of DAB, the proton is (statistically) expected to be bound to one of its nitrogen atoms, leading to the formation of a new (ternary) mixture containing DAB (ca. 80%), ethylamine (ca. 10%) and 4-amino-1-butylammonium nitrate (ABAN, ca. 10%). This is probed by means of SAXS measurements, showing LqE (low q excess) that increases over time. This feature tends to stabilize after approximately one day. When the measurement is repeated after one year, the LqE feature shows an increased intensity. Based on the results of our simulations, we suggest that this phenomenon is likely due to partial ethylamine evaporation, pushing the equilibrium toward the formation of ABAN.
Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic salts with a melting point lower than their decomposition temperature. ILs are usually composed of relatively bulky and asymmetric ions whose charge is often spread over a large portion of the ion, leading to a thermodynamically unfavorable aggregation into the solid phase [1, 2] . The first known IL was obtained as a side product of Friedel-Craft reactions [3] . It has been deeply characterized by means of NMR, proving that its structure was typical of salts, however, being in the liquid phase at room temperature. In 1914, Peter Walden thoughtfully synthesized an ionic liquid (i.e., Ethylammonium Nitrate) by a simple reaction between a Brønsted acid (nitric acid) and base (ethylamine). Throughout his pivotal work, Walden defined ILs as "anhydrous salts with a melting point lower than 100 • C" [4] .
Historically, ILs are classified into four different generations [5] : the first generation, developed for electrochemical applications, involves AlCl 4 -anion yielding salts with rather low melting points.
For the second generation, the scientific attention focused on the study of less reactive anions offering
Experimental Methods
Ethylammonium Nitrate was purchased from IoLiTec at the highest available purity (≥98% wt.). It was subjected to high vacuum under heating (328 K) treatment for 48 h with the aim of moisture removal. The final water content was undetectable with 1 H-NMR (≤0.02% wt.). 1,4-Diaminobutane was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich at the highest available purity (≥98% wt.) and used without further treatment. The samples were prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of the pure compounds to achieve the desired mole fraction. The preparation was done in dry N 2 atmosphere. SWAXS patterns were collected at the ID02 small-angle beamline of the European Synchrotron ESRF-Grenoble [32] . The samples were measured in a flow-through 2 mm o.d. quartz capillary to facilitate background subtraction. The temperature of the cell was kept constant at 298 K through a Peltier stage. The sample to detector distance for SAXS was set to 1 m and for WAXS, 14 cm. The X-ray energy was set to 12.46 keV. The simultaneous collection of SAXS (q range 0.08 nm −1 to 6.83 nm −1 ) and WAXS (5.65 nm −1 to 42.80 nm −1 ) was possible using two detectors: Rayonix MX-HS170 and Rayonix LX-HS170, respectively. The overlapping region was used to rescale the curves. Data treatment solely involved subtraction of the empty capillary background. Five different samples with the same composition were prepared and measured each time to check reproducibility. Every sample was stored in a glass vial wrapped with Parafilm™ in a vacuum desiccator in a cold room (5 • C). Density measurements were performed in a dry room (dew point −75 • C) with an Anton-Paar DMA 4100M density-meter kept at 25 • C. 1 H-NMR spectroscopy was performed in a 200 MHz Bruker Avance 100 NMR spectrometer. The sample for NMR characterization was prepared as described by Mariani et al. elsewhere [31] . 
Computational Methods
For this work, we carried out some large classical molecular dynamics simulations. All the calculations were performed using Amber18 [33] with the GAFF [34] force field. Atomic charges were computed using Gaussian09 [35] at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory and then applying the RESP [36] algorithm. The random starting coordinates for the molecules in a~200 Å sided box were obtained via Packmol [37] . The compositions and dimensions of the four simulated boxes are reported in Table 1 ; the products of the proton transfer from EAN to DAB were EtNH 2 and ABAN, respectively. The simulation protocol is comprised of (i) 10 10 minimization cycles; (ii) NVT pre-heating step from 0 to 50 K, 5 K every 100 ps, for a total of 1 ns; (iii) NPT heating from 50 to 300 K, 1.25 K every 100 ps, for a total of 20 ns (iv) NPT equilibration at 300 K. 100 ns; (v) NVT equilibration at 300 K. 100 ns; (vi) NVT production phase at 300 K. 10 ns. It is worth mentioning that for all the steps, a multiplicative dielectric constant of 1.8 was used since it was proven to provide good results when protic ILs are involved [38] . The use of the Langevin thermostat assured a better stability of the system. The analysis of the models was carried out using the Travis [39] software. Ancillary DFT calculations to obtain the proton transfer energy barrier value, were made using Gaussian09 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory. Since the proton transfer is a very fast process itself, we calculated the energy difference for a rigid proton transfer, i.e., not allowing conformational relaxation.
Results and Discussion
The experimental SAXS patterns for the EAN+DAB system with 0.1 EAN mole fraction are herein reported ( Figure 1 ). 
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Results and Discussion
The experimental SAXS patterns for the EAN+DAB system with 0.1 EAN mole fraction are herein reported (Figure 1 ). It appears evident from the experimental data that as the sample ages, an intense and broad band develops in the extreme low q region of the diffractograms. Mariani et al. [29] attributed this peculiar feature to nanoscale density fluctuations. Unlike previously reported similar behaviors, the It appears evident from the experimental data that as the sample ages, an intense and broad band develops in the extreme low q region of the diffractograms. Mariani et al. [29] attributed this Symmetry 2019, 11, 1425 4 of 12 peculiar feature to nanoscale density fluctuations. Unlike previously reported similar behaviors, the time-dependent trend hints at a slow chemical reaction, which results in a more pronounced heterogeneity of the system as time passes. Over one year of observations, the LqE develops in a monotonic way, steadily increasing over time. It is interesting to note that after a relatively rapid evolution over the first day, the observed feature stays almost unchanged for one month, only to dramatically increase after a year. This peculiar trend could be explained with a two-stage process involving statistics, proton transfer, and vapor pressure. As they are structurally similar, EtNH 2 and DAB have almost the same pKa~10.8, and this makes the energy barrier for the proton transfer minimal. Strictly speaking, although the concept of pKa is fully meaningful in aqueous systems, it might be somehow useful to provide a rough estimation of the X-H bond strength even in organic media. The pKa similarity indicates that the proton transfer is possible; in fact, DFT calculations have shown that the energy barrier for the proton transfer is only~1.5 kJ/mol, well below the thermal energy k B T at ambient temperature. In this scenario, the proton can jump from one nitrogen atom to another almost freely, but with the significant excess of DAB molecules, the chances that a proton coming from an ethylammonium cation will "land" on an ethylamine molecule are limited. Furthermore, EtNH 2 has a vapor pressure of~116 kPa at 20 • C, meaning that even if some molecules are trapped in the liquid system, a non-negligible amount will evaporate over time, pushing the reaction even more toward the formation of ABAN due to the Le Chatelier principle. To validate our interpretation, we took advantage of some large-sized classical molecular dynamics simulations. Due to the non-reactive nature of the method and given the ultra-long time of the observation (one year), we propose four different systems assuming certain characteristics. The first model shows the appearance of the system in the moment it gets mixed when no proton transfer has yet occurred, that is, a mixture of solely EAN and DAB. The second model accounts for a partial proton transfer to form the new IL, consisting of 0.5%mol EAN, 9.75%mol EtNH 2 , 9.75%mol ABAN and 80%mol DAB. The third one was built on the basis of 1 H-NMR spectroscopy conducted for the one-year old sample.
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We did not take into account the possible formation of 1,4-Diammoniumbutane because the We did not take into account the possible formation of 1,4-Diammoniumbutane because the double protonation of DAB is an unlikely event for two reasons: (i) there is a strong competition for a limited amount of acidic protons, i.e., there are 18 DAB amino-groups for each ammonium in EAN; (ii) two sharply localized net positive charges on such a small molecule are not very stable in a basic environment, i.e., even if 1,4-Diammoniumbutane is formed, it would quickly lose one of its acidic protons, transferring it into a neutral DAB molecule. The corresponding computed SAXS patterns are shown in Figure 3 . Computed SAXS patterns for EAN+DAB (10% mol EAN) (purple); ABAN+DAB (10% mol ABAN) (gray); EAN+EtNH2+DAB+ABAN (0.5% mol EAN, 9.75% mol EtNH2, 9.75% mol ABAN) (black); EtNH2+DAB+ABAN (10% mol EtNH2, 10% mol ABAN) (red).
Although the qmin that can be reached by the simulation is much higher than the experimental one, the LqE can be easily observed. As can be seen, the quantitative proton transfer (purple to red curve) has a dramatic effect on the LqE intensity, indeed, passing from a shallow bump in the EANcontaining system to a very intense band when ABAN is considered. This difference reflects what has been experimentally observed, pointing at a model in which statistical proton transfer is involved. For the system with incomplete protonation, the curve is very similar to the one for complete transfer, as expected for a composition that differs for 0.5% mol only, but interestingly, the very last few low q points make the overall LqE less intense, suggesting a less extended clustering taking place (see below). This means that the presence of EAN, even in very small amounts, effectively interferes with the clustering. For the last, most extreme model in which we considered complete proton transfer and quantitative EtNH2 evaporation, the LqE is overall less intense than in the case of retained EtNH2. A comparison between the experimental and computed densities is reported in Table 2 . The experimental density shows a minor change over time, witnessing that the overall intermolecular interactions are not strongly affected by the structural evolution. On the other hand, for the computed system with quantitative EtNH2 evaporation, the density is sensibly higher, whereas only minor changes can be observed for the other three models. It is interesting to note that the density change from the EAN+DAB model to the ones where the proton transfer is accounted, although small, follows the trend of the experimental values, becoming slightly smaller. Based on the density considerations, the NMR results, and on the relative intensities of the experimental LqEs, the model consisting of EtNH2+DAB+ABAN (10% mol EtNH2, 10% mol ABAN) is the one that is most likely to describe the one-year aged system. On this basis, herein we continue the analysis for the "no transfer" model mimicking the "fresh" sample and comparing it to the selected "total transfer" model in spite of the "aged" sample. As expected, the high-q part of the computed SAXS patterns is utterly unaffected by the proton transfer because that region is characterized by the medium-short range interactions, which are supposed to be almost unchanged after the transfer. Following this, we report Although the q min that can be reached by the simulation is much higher than the experimental one, the LqE can be easily observed. As can be seen, the quantitative proton transfer (purple to red curve) has a dramatic effect on the LqE intensity, indeed, passing from a shallow bump in the EAN-containing system to a very intense band when ABAN is considered. This difference reflects what has been experimentally observed, pointing at a model in which statistical proton transfer is involved. For the system with incomplete protonation, the curve is very similar to the one for complete transfer, as expected for a composition that differs for 0.5% mol only, but interestingly, the very last few low q points make the overall LqE less intense, suggesting a less extended clustering taking place (see below). This means that the presence of EAN, even in very small amounts, effectively interferes with the clustering. For the last, most extreme model in which we considered complete proton transfer and quantitative EtNH 2 evaporation, the LqE is overall less intense than in the case of retained EtNH 2 . A comparison between the experimental and computed densities is reported in Table 2 . The experimental density shows a minor change over time, witnessing that the overall inter-molecular interactions are not strongly affected by the structural evolution. On the other hand, for the computed system with quantitative EtNH 2 evaporation, the density is sensibly higher, whereas only minor changes can be observed for the other three models. It is interesting to note that the density change from the EAN+DAB model to the ones where the proton transfer is accounted, although small, follows the trend of the experimental values, becoming slightly smaller. Based on the density considerations, the NMR results, and on the relative intensities of the experimental LqEs, the model consisting of EtNH 2 +DAB+ABAN (10% mol EtNH 2 , 10% mol ABAN) is the one that is most likely to describe the one-year aged system. On this basis, herein we continue the analysis for the "no transfer" model mimicking the "fresh" sample and comparing it to the selected "total transfer" model in spite of the "aged" sample. As expected, the high-q part of the computed SAXS patterns is utterly unaffected by the proton transfer because that region is characterized by the medium-short range interactions, which are supposed to be almost unchanged after the transfer. Following this, we report some selected radial distribution functions to better understand the medium-short range molecular organization in both the simulated systems.
No differences were found in the DAB-DAB correlation, while for the other RDFs, only minor changes are observed, since the interacting functional groups are, in both cases, the same, leading to similar correlations with the surrounding molecules. Other interactions, tough, show the clear sign of large-scale heterogeneity in the system, as reported in Figure 4 . some selected radial distribution functions to better understand the medium-short range molecular organization in both the simulated systems. No differences were found in the DAB-DAB correlation, while for the other RDFs, only minor changes are observed, since the interacting functional groups are, in both cases, the same, leading to similar correlations with the surrounding molecules. Other interactions, tough, show the clear sign of large-scale heterogeneity in the system, as reported in Figure 4 . Figure 5a reports the amine-amine functional groups correlations in the ABAN-containing system. All the RDFs exhibit the same peaks at the same distance, meaning that all these hydrogen bonds have roughly the same strength. The same is also valid for Figure 5b , where amine-ammonium (both ethylammonium and 4-amino-1-butylammonium) are displayed, and for Figure 5c , i.e., the amine-nitrate correlation. Albeit the similarities, the correlations ABA(NH2)-ABA(NH2), ABA(NH2)-ABA(NH3), and ABA(NH2)-NO3 show a peculiar long-range behavior, where g(r) is sensibly larger than 1 even at 10 nm, pointing to the persistent heterogeneity of the system even in an equilibrium state, and it is the source of the LqE in the SAXS patterns To have a better picture of the 3D space around the molecules, we computed some spatial distribution functions and we extracted the coordination numbers from the RDFs. The chemical environment of DAB (Figure 6a,b) is only slightly affected by the composition change in the system, and the only change is the statistical interaction with the new species formed after the proton transfer, i.e., ABAN-DAB interaction. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the distribution of ethylammonium cations is more extended than the distribution of 4-amino-1- Figure 5a reports the amine-amine functional groups correlations in the ABAN-containing system. All the RDFs exhibit the same peaks at the same distance, meaning that all these hydrogen bonds have roughly the same strength. The same is also valid for Figure 5b , where amine-ammonium (both ethylammonium and 4-amino-1-butylammonium) are displayed, and for Figure 5c , i.e., the amine-nitrate correlation. Albeit the similarities, the correlations ABA(NH2)-ABA(NH2), ABA(NH2)-ABA(NH3), and ABA(NH2)-NO3 show a peculiar long-range behavior, where g(r) is sensibly larger than 1 even at 10 nm, pointing to the persistent heterogeneity of the system even in an equilibrium state, and it is the source of the LqE in the SAXS patterns To have a better picture of the 3D space around the molecules, we computed some spatial distribution functions and we extracted the coordination numbers from the RDFs. some selected radial distribution functions to better understand the medium-short range molecular organization in both the simulated systems. No differences were found in the DAB-DAB correlation, while for the other RDFs, only minor changes are observed, since the interacting functional groups are, in both cases, the same, leading to similar correlations with the surrounding molecules. Other interactions, tough, show the clear sign of large-scale heterogeneity in the system, as reported in Figure 4 . Figure 5a reports the amine-amine functional groups correlations in the ABAN-containing system. All the RDFs exhibit the same peaks at the same distance, meaning that all these hydrogen bonds have roughly the same strength. The same is also valid for Figure 5b , where amine-ammonium (both ethylammonium and 4-amino-1-butylammonium) are displayed, and for Figure 5c , i.e., the amine-nitrate correlation. Albeit the similarities, the correlations ABA(NH2)-ABA(NH2), ABA(NH2)-ABA(NH3), and ABA(NH2)-NO3 show a peculiar long-range behavior, where g(r) is sensibly larger than 1 even at 10 nm, pointing to the persistent heterogeneity of the system even in an equilibrium state, and it is the source of the LqE in the SAXS patterns To have a better picture of the 3D space around the molecules, we computed some spatial distribution functions and we extracted the coordination numbers from the RDFs. The chemical environment of DAB (Figure 6a,b) is only slightly affected by the composition change in the system, and the only change is the statistical interaction with the new species formed after the proton transfer, i.e., ABAN-DAB interaction. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the distribution of ethylammonium cations is more extended than the distribution of 4-amino-1- The chemical environment of DAB (Figure 6a,b) is only slightly affected by the composition change in the system, and the only change is the statistical interaction with the new species formed after the proton transfer, i.e., ABAN-DAB interaction. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the distribution of ethylammonium cations is more extended than the distribution of 4-amino-1-butylammonium cations, probably due to the more significant steric hindrance of ABA, which is almost twice the other. All the fragments are competing for the same positions in the proximity of the amine protons, as expected. Noteworthily, the two cations (ABA and ethylammonium) interact with DAB at a slightly different angle compared to all the other molecular entities, an effect that is easily explained considering that they are interacting with the amine lone pair, and not with its protons. Comparing Figure 6b,c, i. e., the charged and uncharged states of the diamine, the solvation shell change is evident, with nitrate anions replacing half of the DAB molecules. Remarkably, all the correlations are oriented towards the ammonium protons, with a clear preponderance of DAB molecules and NO 3 -anions. When considering the charged and uncharged states of the mono-amine, the conclusions are similar to the ones discussed above. Noteworthily, the coordination number of the cation-anion interaction is 1.93, whereas for ABAN, it is 1.99. This sensible change could be attributed to the extra stabilization effect coming from the simultaneous hydrogen bond of the anion with the ammonium and amine heads of the same cation, as shown in Figure 7 . This extra stabilization is observed in~5% of the ABAN ion pairs, compatible with the difference in the coordination number. So far, we discussed how the local structure of the two systems is substantially the same, with small differences that cannot explain the long-range structural change observed experimentally and confirmed by the simulations. We pointed out that an RDF converging slowly to 1 (and from above) is a symptom of large-scale heterogeneity, which is attributed to the LqE. The density fluctuations responsible for this are easily individuated by looking at the snapshots of the simulation boxes.
The "no transfer" model consisting of EAN+DAB is shown in Figure 8a . There EAN ion pairs are shown as red and green Van der Waals beads, respectively highlighting the polar (cation's polar head and nitrate anion) and apolar (cation's aliphatic tail) parts of the ion pairs. Even if a sort of polar/apolar self-segregation can be seen, the ions are too dispersed to form proper domains, which would have resulted in a SAXS peak of around~6.7 nm −1 [38] . In fact, as seen in Figures 1 and 3 , such a feature is not observed. The "total transfer" model is depicted in Figure 8b . Here, is not possible to define an apolar part for the ABA cation, since it has a polar functional group at both ends (NH 2 and NH 3 + ). As a result, the IL consists of only one domain made up of the entire cation and the anion, both indicated in red. The blue beads are the neutral ethylamine molecules formed after the proton transfer. Figure 8c shows the "partial transfer" model, where 10% mol of EAN ion pairs retain their protons. Here residual ethylammonium cation are represented in cyan, while the other colors are the same as in panel b. Finally, in Figure 8d , the "no EtNH 2 " model is depicted, with the same color scheme as panels b and c. It is easy to immediately spot the ionic regions' different sizes in each model, as the ones in Figure 8b are the largest. These regions are in turn responsible for the LqE, in agreement with experimental and computed SAXS patterns, once again pointing to the "total transfer" model as the most appropriate to interpret the experimental results. In all the panels of Figure 8 , the DAB molecules are rendered as an orange-transparent continuum. The uncanny resemblance between Figure 8 and a typical roman style "teglia di pizza", along with the tendency to lose ethylamine over time inspired the three Roman authors for the manuscript title. Albeit in both systems, one can observe nanoscale clusters of ionic liquid floating in the DAB solvent; the clusters in the "no transfer" model are a meager part of the overall system volume, resulting in a smaller density fluctuation, and thus, in a less intense LqE. On the other hand, ABAN clusters are much bulkier, leading to the experimental and computed SAXS patterns observed. To quantify the clusters size, we defined two criteria to determine if an ion pair is part of a cluster: it must be hydrogen-bonded to at least two other ion pairs and if an ion pair A is in a cluster with ion-pair B and ion pair B is in a cluster with ion-pair C, then straightforwardly, A, B, and C are in the same cluster. The number of molecules composing each cluster is almost equal in both the systems (on average, 22.3 ion pairs for the EAN-containing system and 24.9 for the ABAN-containing system). This explains why the coordination numbers and the local structure seem very similar in the two cases. Nevertheless, the longer cation and its ability to form hydrogen bonds on both ends, resulting in overall bulkier clusters, generate more significant density fluctuations when ABAN is formed [40] .
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In summary, we reported the first-ever evidence of time-evolving nanoscale density fluctuations in a mixture of protic substances. The correlation with time is due to the slow kinetics of quantitative proton transfer driven solely by statistics and the long-term ethylamine evaporation, which pushes 
In summary, we reported the first-ever evidence of time-evolving nanoscale density fluctuations in a mixture of protic substances. The correlation with time is due to the slow kinetics of quantitative proton transfer driven solely by statistics and the long-term ethylamine evaporation, which pushes the whole reaction towards the formation of ABAN. This interpretation is supported by large-sized classic molecular dynamics simulations, which clearly show how the short-range structure and the numerosity of the observed ionic clusters are almost unaffected by the proton transfer. On the other hand, the clusters in the ABAN-containing systems end up being much larger and denser than their EAN counterparts, resulting in a higher LqE. In the proposed "steamy pizza" model, the LqE time evolution is due to the progressive loss of EtNH 2 due to statistical proton transfer and the consequent shift of the equilibrium towards ABAN, which, in turn, results in more ethylamine being formed. The dynamic process described is responsible for the growth of larger and larger ABAN clusters which are directly responsible for the increased intensity of the LqE over time. Funding: This research received no external funding.
